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Industry Characteristics, Stages of E-Commerce Communications, and Entrepreneurs
and SMEs Revenue Growth

This paper empirically examines the role of industry characteristics portrayed by information
intensity of value chain or product in the relationship between the stages of E-commerce
development and revenue growth for a large representative sample of small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) and other entrepreneurs who operate in the United Kingdom. The results
indicate that SMEs characterised by (A) high information intensity of value chain or product
of industry that (B) have their own business website, a third-party website and/or a social
profile, on average more often report increases in revenue growth versus their counterparts
in either (A) other industries or that (B) do not have the E-commerce development. However,
the likelihood of improved performance does not vary significantly among SMEs which are at
different development stages of E-commerce. This finding holds regardless of whether the
business is in a high value chain information intensive industry or a product information
intensive industry. In short, business performance appears to improve as entrepreneurial
organisations adopt information technology to facilitate greater market communication and
increased exposure to online shoppers. Furthermore, this is irrespective of the level of
sophistication of the interface, the design of the E-commerce technology and the high
information intensity types of the industry. To conclude, this paper presents some discussions
and recommendations for entrepreneurial research and practice that are implied by the
results.
Keywords: entrepreneurial strategy, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), Ecommerce development stages, social media revenue, third-party websites, industry
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1. Introduction
As part of the strategic choices in ‘business model’ formulation and evolution, entrepreneurs
must choose how their small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) will interact with
customers and deliver value to them [1]. Part of that strategic decision involves deciding on
which, if any, of the stages of E-commerce development, they should spend their time and
resources to create for the SME [2-3]. This choice is possible because the World Wide Web
has effectively flattened the playing fields by lowering the barriers to firm entry, resulting in
many new entrants to the markets, and in particular the entrepreneurs’ SMEs [4-9].
This preceding development is important because (1) entrepreneurs’ SMEs are a
critical component of many economies—e.g., in the UK economy SME’s employ over 70%
of the total workforce—and (2) E-commerce represents a most viable way of developing
efficient retail channels and thus, overcoming their inherent resource constraints [10-12]. Ecommerce is an internet-based commercial transaction that benefits from the flexibility and
speed offered by electronic communications between buyers and sellers, which can lead to
substantial costs savings, increased competitiveness and efficiency for SMEs through the
redesign of traditional business methods [13]. Aside from lowering their investment and
transaction costs of developing both marketing and distribution channels, E-commerce also
minimizes transport obstacles and eliminates the physical limitations of time and space,
therefore, enabling SMEs to enlarge their customer bases [14]. Specifically, internet-based Ecommerce enables SMEs to communicate better and interact with potential new and existing
customers, to conduct less costly market research, and to deliver various customer services
and support more effectively and efficiently [15-16].
Research has shown that over half of SMEs in some way or the other actively
participate in the marketing and selling of products and/or services in the online marketplaces
and communities [1]. Furthermore, they use the online marketplaces and communities for the
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dissemination of their products, services contact information, the provision of customer
reviews, online orderings and payments, and social media based brand communications [1719]. However, this statistic also means that nearly half of SMEs have not adopted any stage of
E-commerce development.
One plausible explanation of this happening lies within the domain of guided mastery
modelling, which proposes that both employees and their supervisors have to achieve Ecommerce competence. Further, this theory suggests that the supervisors need to guide
employees. Thus, the adoption of E-commerce as a new skill will take time depending on the
human capital of the SMEs [20]; even though the SMEs are within the same industry, they all
have different capabilities [21]. Therefore, the time taken for each to adopt E-commerce will
be different. E-commerce is a new marketing paradigm; as such there are inherent
uncertainties associated with it. Therefore, according to the information processing model, the
SMEs will take a certain amount of time to adopt this paradigm to affect performances
positively [22]. Another plausible explanation may be associated with the contextual
relevance of the factors of the firm. For instance, the heterogeneous nature of industries in
which small firms operate. Thus, it is logical to argue that the impacts of using E-commerce
to alter customer-supplier-interfaces and streamline international procedures can differ
significantly from industry to industry [23]. The importance of industry characteristics in the
linkage between E-commerce and performance is widely acknowledged [24]. Yet still, there
is a paucity of studies on the mechanisms of the roles employed to represent industry
characteristics in the context of the small business population. In this article, we apply the
concept of information intensity of value chain information and product matrix, as proposed
by Porter and Millar [25], to complement the transaction cost theory [26] and the product fit
theory to advance the understanding of the performance discrepancy between E-commerce
adopters and non-adopters in the SMEs.
4

In addition, prior research finds that many SMEs who adopted E-commerce, did not
do so strategically [27]. It is unknown whether the adoption of the different stages of Ecommerce development has resulted in improvements in revenues or if it has just added extra
costs and complexities to the SMEs of the entrepreneurs. For instance, the design and
maintenance of a commercial website requires a large volume of financial capital. Therefore,
it is important for SMEs to know whether adopting the different stages of E-commerce
positively affects revenue. In other words, the extent to which the E-commerce contributes to
organizational performance is partially dependent on the interface sophistication, as well as
the functionality and design of the web-based transaction platforms.
Hence, the contribution of the present study is twofold: firstly, it examines whether the
relationship between the adoption of internet-based E-commerce technologies and revenue
growth in SMEs varies among industries in terms of the information intensity of value chain
or product; and secondly, it determines whether there is a difference in the percentages of
groups succeeding by looking across and comparing the three different development stages of
E-commerce: presence, portals and transaction integration [see 3]—examining the usage of
firm websites, third-party websites, and social media for E-commerce. The hypotheses are
examined through analysis of a representative sample of SMEs in the United Kingdom.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Firstly, the authors outline hypotheses
drawing upon the existing literature and logic in the theory and hypothesis section. Then in
the method section the authors describe the research sample, the measures, and the analysis
techniques. Results are then presented, implications outlined, and finally the conclusions
drawn.
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2. THEORY AND HYPOTHESES
2.1. E-commerce technologies
E-commerce is broadly defined as a transaction in which the internet is used first as a
platform to establish the terms of trade (e.g. price, availability, order processing time to
delivery) among the participants in a marketing channel, and second, to sell goods and
services that can be delivered offline (i.e., the services can be ‘digitised’) and delivered online
[4]. Products and services offered in the digital economy can be delivered through
information-based channels, thus, reaching an enlarged customer base. Furthermore, the
information itself is considered as a source of value and presents opportunities to develop new
relationships with customers at very low costs. In the present study, we focus on (A) three
different choices of internet technologies to reach customers—i.e., the SME’s own website,
third-party websites, and the SME’s social media presence; (B) different stages of usage—as
each technology could (1) not be used, or it could be used at the (2) presence stage (to show
information), (3) portal stage, or (4) transaction integration stage [3].
A SME’s own website that can be used for presence, portal, or transaction is one of
the main vehicles for content marketing [28]. Namely, content marketing involves unrequited
sharing of beneficial product information, ideas, and experiences to the users or communities1
of consumers by the firm [29-30]. Therefore, it is … “a strategic marketing approach that
focused on creating and distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and
retain a clearly-defined audience to gain profit” [31]. In other words, it is geared towards
creating and strengthening within the consumer’s mind, the firm’s brand image, which
translates into firm growth via sales and increased shareholder values [30, 32-35]. Today, the
brand is a very significant determinant of firm growth and performance, with regards to

1

The concept of communities was first termed by Rheingold [83] as virtual communities: “social aggregations
that emerge from the Net when enough people carry on those public discussions long enough, with sufficient
human feeling, to form webs of personal relationships in cyberspace” and can be also termed: virtual worlds,
virtual realities, virtual presence and online communities [84].
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profits [36], sales, and consumer loyalty [37]. To be more precise, a healthy brand ensures a
forward looking competitive position, thus, it is really about the image of the brand, as this
reflects the image and identity of the firm itself [30]. In short, not all websites are created to
focus on transactions. Often entrepreneurial SMEs first establish a website simply to show
and/or gather information (i.e. presence stage).
Likewise, third-party website usage includes the strategic choice to focus usage on
establishing presence, portal, or transactions. For instance, when the firms have information
about their products that they are not desirous of sharing to consumers, giving rise to
information asymmetry. This has significantly contributed to the emergence of the new
phenomenon of the market, which is commonly referred to as third-party product reviews [3839]. Nevertheless, this phenomenon, which is one of the most effective yet least understood of
marketing strategies [40] became increasingly popular after Amazon.com brought out the first
customer review book in 1995. Thus, by 2008, some 43% of the online retailers started to do
so on their own websites [41]. Precisely, there was a free flow of information from customers
to potential customers on an extensive product array: the emergence of the word-of-mouth as
a marketing phenomenon [42]. In fact, market researchers have found that customers place
greater trust in online reviews when compared to other forms of marketing communication
[43] such that even offline purchases are heavily influenced by online reviews [44-47].
Clearly, third-party websites can impact significantly on firm growth, as they are based upon
word-of-mouth: “Whereas marketing plays an important role in a movie’s opening weekend,
consumer word-of-mouth has been frequently cited as the single most important factor that
determines the long-term success of motion pictures and other experience goods” [48-49].
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2.2. Linking E-commerce to firm performance: Transactional cost economics perspective
There is a growing number of SMEs which utilize E-commerce at different levels of their
businesses. Particularly, E-commerce technologies have been widely used to improve the
operational aspects such as order processing, fulfilment and delivery, as well as the marketing
aspects such as online advertising [50]. It is argued that E-commerce provides cost-effective
ways of using resources available to a firm to enter into new markets, increase customer base,
streamline supply chains, improve customer service, reduce costs and increase profits [14, 5152]. Various theoretical lenses have been used to understand how E-commerce impacts firm
performance. For example, Sila [53, p203] summarized the usage of 25 different theories by
several dozen studies on E-commerce technology adoption, including transaction costs
economics (TCE) theory.
The TCE posits that boundary decisions are based on comparison of the performance
of alternative governance institutions [26]. In organizational settings, a firm seeks to achieve
performance maximization by matching exchanges that vary in attributes to governance
structures, which is then subsequently employed in the determination of comparative
performance, particularly the transaction costs and production cost efficiencies of alternative
forms [54]. To achieve the optimal level of performance, organizations opt to a governance
structure that facilitates the minimization of transaction and/or production costs [26]. It is
believed that the introduction of E-commerce reduces transaction costs, which in turn leads to
improved firm performances. Specifically, internet-based transactions potentially affect two
types of transaction costs: coordination and motivation costs. Coordination costs incur from
‘…the need to determine prices and other details of the transaction, to make the existence and
location of potential buyers and sellers known to one another, and to bring the buyers and
sellers together to transaction’ [55, p28]. Motivation or incentive costs arise from those in
relation to informational asymmetries and imperfect commitment [56].
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Internet technology in any of the three choices potentially influences both
coordination and motivation costs. Firstly, it may reduce coordination costs associated with an
existing business process, either by significantly reducing the costs of an activity already
being undertaken, or by providing an opportunity to redesign the existing ones [56]. For
instance, while it may not significantly reduce market entry and distributive costs, it may
reach a significant number of customers without incurring the higher costs of organizing a
proprietary marketing channel [14]. Secondly, it generates mutual benefits for both buyers
and sellers by reducing the cost of matching buyers and sellers. For example, it offers a less
time-consuming and expensive means for buyers to search for goods and to compare their
prices, and for sellers to identify potential buyers.
The adoption of the E-commerce may be perceived as a double-edged sword because
the internet has the potential to exert an impact on motivation or incentive costs in relation to
informational asymmetries and imperfect commitment. Firstly, informational asymmetries are
likely to deteriorate because buyers cannot physically observe the merchandise and evaluate
the conditions of the goods and/or services. Secondly, the internet may change the costs of
commitment. Nevertheless, this cost can be significantly lowered as a result of the
standardization of the process and the presence of an electronic trail. In addition, intermediary
fees can be eliminated since buyers can view the goods over the internet and make direct
contact with merchandisers. In a word, internet technologies can reduce transaction cost
frictions and improve operational efficiency and thus performance by providing cost-effective
ways of using resources available to a firm. This is particularly important for SMEs given that
they are often characterised with resource poverty or constraint [12].
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2.3. The role of industry characteristics: information intensity of value chain and product
Researchers, on the other hand, have suggested that the relationship between the use of the Ecommerce and firm performance may vary significantly between organizations because of a
wide range of firm and environmental characteristics [for a comprehensive review, see 57].
One of the factors that can potentially lead to performance discrepancy in utilizing Ecommerce is the nature of industry. Portrayed by information intensity of value chain and
product [25], we thus argue that the effectiveness of E-commerce adoption in SMEs is
conditional upon industry characteristics. Many of the discussed theoretical models have
positioned the analysis within the level of individual organizations. However, it is reasonable
to assume that the collective behaviour of all firms in an industry can reflect the behaviour of
the majority, given that each industry has its own value chain activities and strategies [58].
The transaction economics cost perspective focuses on the impact of the internet on the
efficiency of transaction costs. Thereby, it provides the underlying theoretical logic that the
size of information intensity of the value chain of the industry influences the effects of Ecommerce on firm performance. According to TCE, E-commerce can generate higher levels
of firm performance because it lowers the costs, speeds up activities in the value chain,
reduces overall transaction costs and improves operational efficiency [59]. Arguably, it is
operationally more effective and profitable for an organisation to employ E-commerce
technologies, if the transaction costs of the process are reduced by internet usages [60]. In
other words, industries with high value chain information intensity (e.g. retailing and
wholesaling, manufacturing, transportation) are more likely to achieve the optimal level of
benefits when compared to those with low value chain information intensities (e.g. small
business in the service sector). This is so, because the efficiency of the entire value chain of
the former industries are heavily influenced by the efficiency of the information processing
caused by the extreme complexity of logistics and internal material flow and control [58]. For
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example, the applications of E-commerce technologies can significantly improve the
operational efficiency of the value chain by reducing slacks, cycle and time etc.
Alternatively, the product fitness theory postulates that products and services
encompass a high intensity of product information and are more suitable for online
advertising and transactions if they can be easily digitized, or if more information is needed
by customers to use them [61]. Specifically, if the primary product or service moving through
the primary value chain activities is information (e.g. information and communication;
professional and banking industry), then extensive utilization of E-commerce can boost
operational efficiency. In contrast, the benefit of improvement in operational efficacy in the
adoption of such technologies may not be as comparable as, or even impossible for, the
industries that offer physical goods (e.g. transportation and storage, construction,
accommodation and food industry). Hence, we hypothesised that:

H1a: SMEs in the value chain information intensive industry that use E-commerce
technologies are more likely to have a positive revenue increase versus those in that industry
that do not use E-commerce technologies.
H1b: SMEs in the product information intensive industry that use E-commerce technologies
are more likely to have a positive revenue increase versus those in that industry that do not
use E-commerce technologies.

2.4. Stages of E-commerce development
Assuming a theorized positive relationship exists between E-commerce and performance
growth as stated in H1, we next turn our attention to the question of whether the positive
association is significantly different for each stage of development. As indicated prior, Rao et
al. [3] proposed a four-stage model for E-commerce development in SMEs: 1) presence; 2)
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portals; 3) transactions integration; and 4) enterprise integration. Though the stage model
appears sequential, it is possible for a company to start at any stage and progress towards the
later stage. However, existing research finds that a large majority of firms begin with the
presence stage by displaying their company brochures and product offers on a website [62].
Thus, in a static way, information is provided about the company’s products and services,
contacts, and other relevant information; primarily in a one-way communication to any
potential user or client. O’Connor and O’Keefe [63] suggest that the presence is used to
attract new customers and therefore the integration with internal and/or external processes is
minimal.
At the portals stage, businesses introduce two-way communications. Two-way
communication between the business and customer (B2C) and/or between businesses (B2B)
is the major attribute of this stage that differs significantly from the presence stage. In
addition to the information available at presence stage, the portals offer facilities for ordering,
product feedback, and product and/or quality surveys. The additional features not only allows
businesses to engage, retain, and relate visitors to their individual preferences, thereby,
serving customization purposes [64]; it also enables businesses to link the information that is
displayed with inventory data and search capabilities that benefit the users [65]. The
transaction integration stage entails the financial transactions between sellers and buyers. This
stage involves participation in the virtual communities that allow for information-sharing
among participants around an area of common interest in virtual communities [62].
Specifically, firms offer products or services to buyers through a website with a structured
procedure for price setting, order fulfilment, and third-party e-marketplaces, whereas a thirdparty provider promotes the goods and services of the firm and offers ordering and payment
facilities in a secure environment to buyers [3]. Rao et al’s [3] development model of internetbased E-commerce not only describes how a firm utilizes E-commerce to operate the business
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but also the logical evolution of E-commerce at different stages of development by providing
a roadmap for improvement. In addition to this, it is expected that business performance
improves as development stage advances.2 We hypothesize that:

H2a: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the value chain information
intensive industry that use the portal stage of E-commerce than for those in that industry that
use the presence stage of E-commerce.

H2b: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the product information
intensive industry that use the portal stage of E-commerce than for those in that industry that
use the presence stage of E-commerce.

H3a: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the value chain information
intensive industry that use the transaction stage of E-commerce than for those in that industry
that use the presence stage of E-commerce.

H3b: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the product information
intensive industry that use the transaction stage of E-commerce than for those in that industry
that use the presence stage of E-commerce.

H4a: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the value chain information
intensive industry that use the transaction stage of e-commerce than for those in that industry
that use the portal stage of E-commerce.

2

Since the data allows us to investigate three out of four stages of E-commerce development (i.e. the survey
does not provide information on enterprise integration), we focus on the effect of presence, portals and
transactions integration development stage on SME firm performance
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H4b: The likelihood of increased revenue is stronger for SMEs in the product information
intensive industry that use the transaction stage of E-commerce than for those from that
industry that use the portal stage of E-commerce.

3. DATA
3.1. Sample
For this study, the authors acquired data from the Small Business Survey (SBS) 2015, which
is a nationally representative UK employer database. The database contains answers from a
stratified sample of 15,502 UK small business owners and managers for SMEs that employ
between 1 to 249 employees as well as businesses without any employees. More information
about the telephone-based survey, the construction of the sampling procedure, and summary
statistics of collected data is available online at the Department for Business, Innovation &
Skills (BIS) Webpage at https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/small-business-surveyreports.

3.2. Dependent variable
Firm performance is measured by actual growth in sales revenue (referred to as ‘turnover’ in
the UK) for the previous 12 months. The survey question states: ‘Compared with the previous
12 months, has your turnover in the past 12 months increased, decreased or stayed roughly
the same?’ The authors coded data on a binary scale, and coded as 1 if ‘increased’ (28.85%),
or 0 if ‘stayed roughly the same’ or ‘decreased’ (71.15%).
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3.3 Independent variables
The independent variables regarding utilization of technology are measured using relevant
questions in the Small Business Survey dataset. In particular, the use of internet technology is
examined from three aspects: firstly, whether the business has its own website; secondly,
whether the business uses a third-party website to promote or sell goods or services, e.g.
Amazon, Etsy, or eBay; and thirdly, whether the business has its own social media profile,
such as on Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter. The responses are evaluated on a binary scale,
coded as 1 if ‘yes’, and 0 if ‘no’.
There are several follow-up questions that are posed to the respondent
managers/owners depending on whether they answer ‘yes’ to above question(s), which allows
us to examine the extent to which various development stages of E-commerce influence
performance growth in SMEs. For businesses that have their own company website and or a
third-party website, they are asked to clarify the ways in which the website has been used,
including: ‘So that customers can order and pay for goods or services directly from your/the
other website?’; ‘to take booking or orders, without payment at the time?’; or ‘to promote or
showcase your goods or services, with contact details so that customers can get in touch?’
The first specification refers to the ‘transaction integration’ stage of E-commerce, whereas the
latter two refer to the ‘portal’ stage of E-commerce [for more details see 3]. Regarding those
small firms which have a social media profile, only one follow-up question is asked; ‘Are you
using social media so customers can order to buy goods or services from you?’ This implies
that for the development stage of using a social media profile, only the effect of presence
stage and transaction stage on performance growth can be compared (i.e. H3). Therefore, we
use this information to categorize firms into groups according to the E-commerce
development stage: presence, portals, and transaction integration stage of E-commerce.
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3.4. Industry characteristics
The SBS categorizes the participating SMEs into 14 different industries which are based on
the 2007 UK Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) including: (1) Primary, (2)
Manufacturing, (3) Construction, (4) Wholesale/Retail, (5) Transport/Storage, (6)
Accommodation/Food, (7) Information/Communication, (8) Financial/Real Estate, (9)
Professional/Scientific, (10) Administrative/Support, (11) Education, (12) Health/Social
Work, (13) Arts/Entertainment, and (14) other services. Using the product-information
intensity matrix, these industries 3 are further grouped into three categorizations: a) value
chain information intensive industry; b) product information intensive industry; and c) neither
value chain information intensive industry nor product information intensive industry (see
Figure 1). Table 1 presents the weighted proportion of different stages of E-commerce
technologies adoption based on industry characteristics in relation to the intensity of value
chain information and product information. SMEs in the product information intensive
industry have the highest level of the use of all E-commerce technologies, followed by those
in the value chain information intensive industry and primary industry in sequence.

[Insert Figure 1 about here.]

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

3.5. Firm characteristics
As stated by Clarysse et al. [66, p137], “environmental contingencies determine the way
resources are accumulated in young technology-based firms.” Consistent with that idea, we
identified several other potential control variables from elements that were examined in prior
3

We excluded (14) other services in the analysis because specific nature of industries included in this
category was not given.
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research on SMEs that might influence performance. In particular, within the dataset we are
able to control for the following firm characteristics: the capability of people management, the
capability for accessing external finance, family ownership structure, firm size, age, industry,
legal status, geographical locations, presence of working owners/partners and the number of
sites in operation [67-69]. More specifically, two forms of business capabilities are included:
(1) the extent to which the business is capable of developing people management skills and
(2) the access of external finances. Family ownership is measured by the item which
determines whether the majority of the business is owned by the members of the same family.
Firm size is constructed by the log of the number of employees currently on the payroll. Firm
age is constructed by the number of years the firm had been trading. Legal status is
categorized into four types: sole proprietorship, company, partnership and other.
Geographical location is the nation where the business located (i.e. England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland). The working owners/partners work in the business is measured by
whether they are presented or not (yes or no). The Number of sites is constructed by the log of
the number of sites in operation including the head office in the UK.

4. METHODS
In order to investigate empirically the relationship between the use of technology and firm
performance (i.e. revenue growth) in UK SMEs (H1), we perform probit regression
estimations controlling for several firm-specific characteristics. We use a probit model using a
maximum likelihood estimation since we have an index model with two alternatives: the
variable capturing firm performance takes values from 0 (performance decreased or same) to
1 (performance increased). Briefly, the model is represented as:

Performance f* a1 Internet Technology f bX f u f
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(1)

*
where Performance f represents the latent dependent variable and although it is unobserved,

we observe Performance f such that:

Performance f  j if  j 1 Performance*f  j
where the

a, b

(2)

and  are the parameters to be estimated. Xf is a row vector of firm

characteristics. In other words, the probability that alternative j is chosen is the probability
that the 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑓∗ is between two boundaries 𝜇𝑗−1 and 𝜇𝑗 .
In addition to this, to address a potential selection problem in [70] a propensity score,
matching is a statistical technique that is used. Assuming that there are two potential
outcomes, Y1i (business i use a particular form of E-commerce, T=1) and Y1i (business i does
not use a particular form of E-commerce, T=0), the ideal average treat effect (ATT) on the
treated can thus, be represented as:
ideal
𝒯ATT
= E(Y1|T=1) – E(Y0|T=1)

(3)

The second term is the hypothetical one; it is the expected value of the outcome for
business without treatment (i.e. using any form of E-commerce technology) but who
participated in the treatment. In the sample, the only observed outcome is E(Y0|T=0); and it is
typically not equal to E(Y0|T=1), because of the systematic differences between the outcomes
of treated individuals and those of the untreated ones. One possible solution to address this
issue is to apply a propensity score matching estimator that will compare the outcomes of
treated groups with the outcome of an adequate control group, however, two conditions must
be satisfied [71, p2898].
The first requires that conditional upon the propensity score (P(Xi), the counterfactual
outcome is independent of the treatment: Y0 ┴ T|(P(Xi). Meanwhile, the next condition that
must hold is the overlap condition, which requires 0<Pr(T=1| P(Xi)) < 1. These two conditions
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ensure that there is a positive probability of being both treated and untreated for each
propensity score P(Xi). Accordingly, the ATT can then be expressed by:
matching

𝒯ATT

= E(Y1| P(Xi), T=1) - E(Y0| P(Xi), T=0) |T=1)

(4)

5. RESULTS
Table 2 presents the probit estimation results of utilizing the three different forms of Ecommerce in SMEs based on different industry characteristics represented by the information
intensity of value chain or product. In support of hypothesis 1, the results show that the probit
estimation coefficient is statistically significant and great in magnitude for those SMEs that
have their own website, a third-party website or a social media profile in both value chain
information intensive and product information intensive industries, and not in a primary
industry that is neither information nor product intensive (see Panel A). Furthermore, they are
positively signed, which suggests that the utilizing of E-commerce has a positive effect on
revenue growth for both value chain information intensive and product information intensive
SMEs.

[Insert Table 2 about here]

In panel B of Table 2, we also report the marginal effects for probit regression
estimators [72]. The results are all statistically significant for SMEs that belong to the value
chain information intensive industry or the product information intensive industry. As to
practical significance, the results indicate that a small firm that has its own website is 13%
and 16% more likely to experience revenue growth during the past 12 months when compared
with its counterpart that does not have its own website. This result holds whether the small
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firm is in an industry with high information intensity of value chain and product, respectively.
The probability that a small organization with a third-party website reports performance
growth is 4% and 5% higher than those that do not employ such a form of E-commerce in
value chain information intensive industry and product information intensive industry,
respectively. The marginal effects suggest that small firms which belong to the value chain
information intensive industry with a social media profile are 8% more likely to appear in the
higher response category of revenue growth (i.e. ‘increased’ response category) than those
that do not adopt such E-commerce technology. The similar results apply to small enterprises
classified as the product information intensive industry.
Next, we examine the simultaneous effects of all three forms of technologies on SME
firm performance based on industry characteristics, the results are illustrated in Table 3.
Specifically, the probit coefficient and marginal effect results are presented in panels A and B,
respectively. Our results reveal that there is a positive but statistically insignificant
relationship between having a third-party website and revenue growth of SMEs in the value
chain information intensive industry. Whereas, with regards to having its own website and a
social media profile, the relationship is statistically significant and positive. On the other
hand, the probit regression coefficients for all three forms of web-based E-commerce are
statistically significant and positive in SMEs that compete in the product information
intensive industry, suggesting that the launch and maintenance of a company’s own website,
the use of a third-party website, and a social media profile, all have a simultaneous positive
effect on sales growth. Panel B presents the marginal effects results for probit estimators.
Specifically, it is 11% and 5% more likely for a small business with its own website and a
social media profile in the value chain information intensive industry to respond to the
‘increased’ response category than its counterpart without using similar web-based Ecommerce technologies respectively. For a product information intensive small firm that
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adopts its own company website, a third-party website, and a social media profile, the
probability of reporting an improvement in revenue is 14%, 4% and 6%, respectively. Taking
into considerations all the above-mentioned results, we conclude that hypothesis 1 is
validated.

[Insert Table 3 about here]

Hypotheses 2 to 4 compare the magnitude of the likelihood effect of the different
development stages of E-commerce on revenue growth in SMEs that belong to the value
chain information intensive and product information intensive industries. The estimation
results are shown in Table 4. Panel A presents the coefficient results that compare the impact
of presence stage and portal stage of having its own business website or a third-party website
on sales growth in SMEs feature with high information intensity of value chain or product.
The coefficients are not statistically significant in either case, which suggests that the
likelihood of sales growth does not vary significantly between presence and portal stages of
adopting these two E-commerce technologies (i.e. company with its own website, and a thirdparty website), irrespective of the types of information intensity of the industry. One possible
explanation is that as the information flows increase from the presence to the portal stages, the
SMEs are not vertically integrated enough, and this affects sales growth [see Information
Processing Model, 22]. Nevertheless, hypotheses 2a and 2b are not supported by the data.
Similar results are obtained with regards to whether the likelihood of performance growth is
significantly different between the presence and the transaction stages of E-commerce (see
Panel B), and between portals and transaction integration stages of E-commerce (see Panel
C). Thus, hypotheses 3a, 3b, 4a and 4b are not supported. Combining the results related to the
four hypotheses, the data supports the idea that SMEs which have their own business website,
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a third-party website, and/or a social media profile, are more likely to achieve revenue growth
rate regardless of which specific form of web-based E-commerce is used by customers as well
as the value chain information intensity or product information intensity of the industry.

[Insert Table 4 about here]

To check the robustness of the results, we conducted a kernel matching approach.
Specifically, the difference in the probability of reporting increased revenue between
treatment groups was estimated by directly estimating the difference in proportions between
treated (i.e. utilize any form of E-commerce) and untreated (i.e. not use any form of Ecommerce) SMEs in the propensity score matched sample. Table 5 reports the matching
results for growth in revenue for the past 12 months for both value chain information
intensive and product information intensive small businesses. Our findings imply that the
matching procedure is successful. Specifically, the effects are also found to be similar in
magnitude to the ones reported earlier. For an SME competing in a high value chain
information intensive or product information intensive industry that has a business website, a
third-party website, and/or a social media profile, it is more likely to experience an increase in
business revenue than those without the respective form of E-commerce, which lends further
support to H1.

[Insert Table 5 about here]

6. DISCUSSION
E-commerce has brought about some major important attributes (such as economics of
exchanging information, increased connectivity and interactivity between people, and
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network economies of scale) that not only facilitate firms to build up a cost-effective
marketing and retailing channel in the digital economy, but also enables them to reach an
extended customer base, in terms of minimising transport obstacles and eliminating physical
limitation of time and space [14, 73]. The entrepreneurial small and medium business sector
has been considered as the fastest changing sector of E-commerce. Drawing upon
transactional costs economics perspective, we postulated that small firms which engaged in
web-based internet commerce should be able to achieve a significantly higher level of
penetration and better sales performance, in terms of disintermediation and dealing directly
with customers in the online market. Nevertheless, the positive impact of the E-commerce
adoption on performance was expected to be conditioned upon information characteristics of
the business process and product of information. In addition,, we argue that the extent to
which the commercial websites and social media profiles influence the performance of small
business depends on the level of interactivity and design sophistication [74].
As to implications for theory, the results of this study indicate that all three types of Ecommerce increase the likelihood of increased revenue for SMEs characterised with either
high intensity of value chain information or high intensity of product information, but there is
not a distinguishable difference in likelihood across the different stages of E-commerce
development as suggested by Rao et al. [3]. The former set of findings reminds that not all
SMEs can benefit to the same degree from the use of E-commerce technologies, and
fundamental differences exist in the nature of products/services and value chain activities
provided. Our evidence also collaborates with the prior empirical research that information
technology investments contribute positively to firm performance where the value chain
information or product information intensity of the industry is deemed as high [58, 75]. On
the other hand, the results do not support the prediction of the Rao et al. [3] development
model of E-commerce. In particular we find no variations in the likelihood of different
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performance levels, regardless of the different levels of interactivity and design
sophistication, of E-commerce technology of the SMEs that are involved in E-business. Also,
the results are consistent with the logic that is based on transaction cost theory. However, the
survey instrument does not provide information needed to determine if the processes in the
logic are the actual drivers of the examined relationships. In short, the seen increases could
have been driven by factors put forth in other theories of performance so caution should be
used. Only experimental design that explicitly controls for the processes in transaction cost
theory could validate which theoretical model is really driving the discovered increases in
sales revenue. Additional cautions and avenues for future research are specified in the next
section.
As to implications for practice, the results suggest that it will be worthwhile for
entrepreneurial SMEs to utilize some form of E-commerce (e.g. its own business website, a
third-party website, and/or a social media platform), in terms of achieving sales growth. This
is particularly so if the investment in E-commerce technology is in the interest of advancing a
small firm’s operational efficiency (e.g. cost-saving on marketing and advertising) for the
value chain information intensive industry, or if the product and/or service offered by a small
organization can be easily digitised and delivered online, or intensive information is required
by buyers to use them. The data does not support a difference in likelihood of obtaining an
improved revenue among the different types of E-commerce technology options. However,
that does not mean that the revenue amount, itself, might differ on the different E-commerce
platforms. More information on this idea is presented in the limitations section. We encourage
entrepreneurs to consider including E-commerce technologies in their SME business models.
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Limitations and future research
The results of this study are important and help inform the research community and industry by
expanding the knowledge base on the associations between E-commerce stages of adoption and
financial performance of entrepreneurial SMEs with different industry characteristics. Although
this research provides new insights, it has limitations and raises a number of new research
questions. In this section, we describe some opportunities for future research arising from
limitations given choices that had to be made in the research focus and study design.
A limitation of this study is the use of sales revenue as an indicator of firm
performance. Sales revenue is a component of the profit equation and the goal of all firms is
the maximization of profits. In fact, the traditional indicators of firm performance are based
upon this goal. While, modern indicators are formulated around the goal of attaining the
highest capital value. Therefore, sales revenue as a performance indicator does not fully
reflect firm performance. For instance, both sales revenue and production costs may increase,
thus, reflecting profit gains that are not as large as increases in sales revenue. In other words,
production costs which include transaction and marketing costs that are reduced by Ecommerce are not captured by growth in sales revenue.
Another limitation is related to the scaling of the dependent variable in the survey
conducted by the Department for Business, Innovation & Skills (BIS) of the United Kingdom
government. The survey asked SME leaders to indicate if sales revenue was less, the same, or
more than in the past. Given this ordinal categorization, while we can look at whether there is an
increase in sales revenue, we cannot examine the amount of the increase. Thus, we caution
readers from misinterpreting the findings of the present study. It is the case that there is not a
statistical difference looking at comparisons of the SMEs in the three different stages of Ecommerce adoption. That is, all three activities result in an improvement in sales revenue for
SMEs vs. other SMEs that do not engage in any of them, but the likelihood of improvement
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between the three types of adoption is not ‘precise.’ What this means is that it could theoretically
be the case that while the likelihood of adoption rate (yes/no) of the different groups is not
statistically significant, the SMEs that have adopted more complex E-commerce stages might
realize a larger increase in revenue than the increase realized by SMEs that have adopted a less
complex E-commerce stage. In short, two groups may be nearly equally ‘likely’ to benefit, but
the level of benefit might be very different. Future research is needed that has more precise
measurement of the amount of increase in revenue so that we can learn if there is a difference
between the groups. Indeed, there might even be differences among different third-party
providers such as Amazon, Etsy, eBay, etc., given their different business models [see 76-77]
which the current database doesn’t permit modelling. We hope that future surveys by the
government on these important topics will find ways to be more precise in measurement scales
on this topic. Understanding the difficulty in getting SMEs to share more precise information, as
such precision would permit comparison of costs and revenues associated with the strategic
decisions. At a minimum, questions should also be asked if the benefits outweighed the costs
involved in implementing each decision.
Future research could also examine other aspects of performance growth. Sales (revenue)
is only one of the indicators for growth. Another indicator that impacts growth is brand health,
especially in the long run. Brand health not only promotes sales revenue [30, 35, 78], but also
consumer loyalty [37], which can lead to positive word-of-mouth referrals via the online reviews
in the third-party websites [43, 79]. Ahmad et al. [30] imply that it is really about the image as
the identity of the business that is ingrained into the consumer, thus, the firm has a forward
looking competitive position. Put differently, a healthy brand can create a sustainable and vibrant
online community, which augers well for sustainable short and long-term growth [80]. It must be
noted that word-of mouth referrals via online reviews are dynamic and interactive in nature.
Also, each subsequently later stage of the model by Rao et al. [3] is more dynamic and
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interactive; therefore, one should expect that each stage would have differing impacts on wordof-mouth referrals and brand loyalties. Hence, on growth and/or performance of the SMEs, we
did not have such a proxy due to the limitations of the database, and perhaps this is why
hypotheses2, 3 and 4were not validated in this study.
Another question is whether the owners of the SMEs investigated in the study own more
than one SME and attempt to gain synergies from them. For example, to what extent might an
entrepreneur focus strategically on development for one SME that is linked to a portal on a
separate SME that he or she owns, etc.? Baert et al. [81] put forth the idea of resource
orchestration: the processes through which entrepreneurs structure and rearrange their resources
and capabilities across multiple SMEs as they grow a portfolio of SMEs to engage in exploration
and exploitation of market opportunities. We believe there would be great value in examining
the new concept of resource orchestration put forth by Baert et al. [81] as applied to the strategic
usage of the different stages of E-commerce technology that is analysed in this present study. It
could take the form of asking entrepreneurs to evaluate each SME they own/direct on the
relevant metrics and then looking for potential benefits.
Lastly, the survey did not include coverage of different factors that affect the adoption of
E-commerce. Sila [53] suggests that there are at least nine adoption factors: pressures from
trading partners, pressures from competitors, costs, top management support, trust, network
reliability, data security, scalability, and complexity. Feindt et al. [82] suggest others. It will be
insightful for both academics and practitioners to understand how the different factors interact
with generating additional revenue at the different E-commerce development stages.

7. CONCLUSION
The results of a large size sample of 15,500 entrepreneurs and SME’s indicate that all three
types of E-commerce development—own business website, third-party website, a social
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media—raise the likelihood of increased revenue for an SME in the value chain information
intensive industry or product information intensive industry, but not for primary industry that
is characterized by low information intensity in both value chain information and product
information. Thus, the level of industry related value chain information intensity or product
information intensity should be accounted for in forecasting models. Furthermore, there is not
a distinguishable variation in likelihood across the three stages measured by the levels of
interactivity and design sophistication of commercial websites or social media profiles of the
SMEs that are already involved in electronic business and several other control variables. It is
very important that further research on additional data be performed to examine the
magnitude of the potential increase across different E-commerce stages for entrepreneurial
SMEs.
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Figure 1: Industry categorizations: Information-Product intensity matrix
High
Value chain information intensity
Low

(2) Manufacturing;
(3) Construction;
(4) Wholesale/Retail;
(5) Transport/Storage;
(6) Accommodation/Food

(1) Primary

(7) Information/Communication;
(8) Financial/Real Estate;
(9) Professional/Scientific;
(10) Administrative/support;
(11) Education;
(12) Health/Social work;
(13) Arts/Entertainment
Product information intensity
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High

Table 1: Stages of E-commerce technologies adoption in SMEs in different industries (weighted
proportion)
Industry characteristics
E-commerce technologies: The
Primary
Value chain
Product information
SME has
industry
information intensive
intensive
Its own website?
No
66%
44%
28%
Yes (and which stage?)
34%
56%
72%
Presence Stage
2%
2%
2%
Portal stage
25%
43%
58%
Transaction integration stage
8%
11%
13%
A third party website?
No
Yes (and which stage?)
Presence Stage
Portal stage
Transaction integration stage

88%
12%
1%
7%
4%

82%
18%
1%
10%
7%

79%
21%
1%
15%
5%

A social media profile?
No
Yes (and which stage?)
Presence Stage
Transaction integration stage

79%
21%
18%
3%

62%
38%
28%
10%

51%
49%
38%
11%

Notes: Primary industry is neither value chain information intensive nor product information
intensive
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E-commerce
technologies: The
SME has
Its own website

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2(degree of
freedom)
Obs
A third party website

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degree of
freedom)
Obs
A social media profile

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degree of
freedom)
Obs

Table 2: Probit regression results for the effect of E-commerce on SMEs revenue growth
Panel A: Coefficients
Panel B: Marginal Effects
Industry characteristics
Industry characteristics
Primary
Value Chain
product information
Primary
Value Chain
product information
industry
information intensive
intensive
industry
information intensive
intensive
0.25
0.35**
0.44**
0.07
0.13**
0.16**
0.22
0.06
0.09
0.07
0.02
0.03
yes
-128.3

yes
-2,275.52

yes
-1,842.31

yes
-128.3

yes
-2,275.52

yes
-1,842.31

22.14(15)
244

196.06(16)
3,455

174.88(16)
2,787

22.14(15)
244

196.06(16)
3,455

174.88(16)
2,787

0.08
0.28

0.11**
0.05

0.13**
0.06

0.02
0.08

0.04**
0.02

0.05**
0.02

yes
-128.9

yes
-2,288.54

yes
-1,852.18

yes
-128.9

yes
-2,288.54

yes
-1,852.18

20.94(15)
244

170.03(16)
3,455

155.14(16)
2,787

20.94(15)
244

170.03(16)
3,455

155.14(16)
2,787

0.20
0.21

0.21**
0.05

0.22***
0.05

0.06
0.07

0.08**
0.02

0.08***
0.02

yes
-128.5

yes
-2,280.35

yes
-1,845.61

yes
-128.5

yes
-2,280.35

yes
-1,845.61

21.71(15)
244

186.41(16)
3,455

168.28(16)
2,787

21.71(15)
244

186.41(16)
3,455

168.28(16)
2,787
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Notes: Primary industry is neither value chain information intensive nor product information intensive.
The value below coefficients and marginal effects are standard errors.
***p<0.01; **p<0.05.
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E-commerce technologies:
The business has
Its own website
A third party website
A social media profile

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degree of freedom)
Obs

Table 3: Probit regression results for the effect of E-commerce on SMEs revenue growth
Panel A: Coefficients
Panel B: Marginal Effects
Industry characteristics
Industry characteristics
Primary
Value Chain
product information
Primary
Value Chain information product information
industry
information intensive
intensive
industry
intensive
intensive
0.21
0.29***
0.37***
0.06
0.11***
0.14***
0.23
0.07
0.10
0.07
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.06
0.11*
0.01
0.02
0.04*
0.28
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.02
0.02
0.14
0.14**
0.16**
0.04
0.05**
0.06**
0.22
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.02
0.02
yes
-128.09
22.54(17)
244

yes
-2,269.83
207.44(18)
3,455

yes
-1,836.47
186.56
2,787

yes
-128.09
22.54(17)
244

yes
-2,269.83
207.44(18)
3,455

Notes: Primary industry is neither value chain information intensive industry nor product information intensive industry.
The value below coefficients and marginal effects are standard errors.
***p<0.01; **p<0.05; *p<0.10.
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yes
-1,836.47
186.56
2,787

Table 4: Probit regression for the effect of different stage of E-commerce on firm performance in
different industries
Industry characteristics
Hypotheses
Value chain information
Product information
intensive
intensive
Panel A: H2a)-b)-presence stage vs portal stage
Business has its own website
Portal stage
0.17
-0.04
0.52
0.19
Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

yes
-69.41
13.12(15)
119

yes
-1,459.80
72.76(16)
2,164

-0.16
0.36

-0.24
0.51

yes
-225.17
31.79(15)
348

yes
-243.64
44.21(16)
384

Business has a third party
Portal stage

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

Panel B: H3a)-b)- Presence stage vs transaction integration stage
The business has its own website
Transaction integration stage
-0.06
0.19
Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

yes
-516.93
53.45(16)
785

yes
-280.62
48.72(16)
440

-0.30
0.36

0.54
0.56

yes
-236.72
33.54(15)
366

yes
-65.37
21.17(14)
110

-0.10
0.07

-0.04
0.08

The business has a third party website
Transaction integration stage

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

0.25
0.20

The business has a social media
Transaction integration stage
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Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

yes
-1,385.25
107.57(16)
2,077

yes
-1,249.76
102.80(16)
1,879

Panel C: H4a)-b) Portals stage vs transaction integration stage
The business has its own website
Transaction integration stage
0.02
0.05
Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

yes
-1,922.20
105.69(16)
2,855

yes
-1,669.99
120.20(16)
2,496

-0.10
0.10

0.10
0.15

yes
-448.41
50.26(15)
684

yes
-311.02
45.15(16)
482

The business has a third party website
Transaction integration stage

Controls
Log likelihood
Chi2 (degrees of freedom)
Obs

0.02
0.07

Notes: The value below coefficients and marginal effects are standard errors.
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Outcome variable
Value chain information intensive industries
ATT of that the SME has its own website1
ATT Of that the SME has a third party website1
ATT of that the SME has a social media profile2

Table 5: Propensity score matching results
Obs
Treated
Controlled
3,630
3,630
3,630

0.47
0.47
0.48

0.34
0.43
0.39

Difference

S.E.

t-stat

0.13***
0.04**
0.09***

0.03
0.02
0.02

4.89
1.99
5.28

Product information intensive industries
ATT of that the SME has its own website1
2,962
0.49
0.3
0.18***
0.03
5.33
ATT Of that the SME has a third party website1
2,962
0.52
0.47
0.05**
0.02
2.08
3
ATT of that the SME has a social media profile
2,962
0.51
0.43
0.08***
0.02
3.99
Notes: 1The observable covariates in the first step (to meet the condition that balance is satisfied) include business capability for people management and
accessing external finance, family ownership, firm size, firm age, types of industry, geographical location, legal status, number of sites and owner/partner
involvement.
2
The observable covariates in the first step include business capability for people management and accessing external finance, family ownership, firm age,
geographical location, legal status, number of sites and owner/partner involvement.
3
The observable covariates in the first step include business capability for people management and accessing external finance, family ownership, firm size,
firm age, geographical location, legal status, number of sites and owner/partner involvement.

***p<0.01; **p<0.05.
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